Writers’ workshop weekend at CAP

DIALOGUE and innovative creative writing form the basis of two writers’ workshops to be held at the Community Arts Projects, Woodstock, on Saturday, March 11 and Sunday, March 12.

The creative writing workshop of Saturday, focusing on dialogue in fiction, features special guest appearances of authors Mike Nicol and Achmat Dangor who will read from and discuss their work.

The next day sees creative writing run by published women writers take centre stage. Mavis Smallberg and Anne Schuster, demonstrate the use of music drama and art to inspire writing.

Guest appearances are by Cosmopolitan fiction editor Susie Brokensha and a reading from award winning writer Ntombintombi Mabika.

Booking, details: Christine Atkinson ☎ 47-4809.

Locals on German charts

IAIN MACDONALD

CAPE TOWN band Living Spirits has hit number three spot on the German charts with its album Free The Children and the group hopes to tour here around July.

The group is scheduled to release its second CD—a maxi single called Gimme Gimme—in Europe in March, and will be touring the UK in July.